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Suamary 

We are dealing here with the problem of control
ling the plasma boundary and its displacements. 

Static control consists in determining the cur
rents in the external coils of the Tokamak so that the 
plasma boundary has certain fixed characteristics : 
r<di*l position, vertical elongation, desired shape. 
A self-consistent method is proposed here, considering 
a free plasma boundary, and using the techniques of 
optimal control of distributed parameter systems to 
solve the problem. 

The dynamic control problem considered in the 
second part of the paper is the control of the plasma 
radial displacements. An elaborate system of preprogram
ming and feedback control has been developed to ensure 
equilibtium ard stability of the horizontal plasma 
motions. Optimal control techniques have been used to 
calculate Cue optimal primary coils configuration, the 
preprogramming voltages and the feedback gains. A new 
stability diagram has been obtained which ta':es into 
account the erosion of the plasma by the limiter. All 
these calculations have been applied successfully to 
TFR 600 where a very thin liner and the presence of an 
iron core make the problem of stabilization of the 
radial displacements very difficult. 

Introduction 

In a Tokamak discharge, the plasma passes through 
a sequence of equilibria, which are linked together by 
the induction of the primary currents, by the diffusion 
of the poloidal magnetic field through the conducting 
shell or liner which are surrounding the plasma, and 
by the diffusion of the plasma pressure and toroidal 
magnetic field inside the plasma. 

At a given instant, if the plasma pressure and 
the magnetic toroidal field are given in terms of the 
poloidal magnetic flux, the position and the shape of 
the plasma boundary can be controlled by means of the 
currents in the external coils. This is the problem of 
static control of plasma equilibrium. 

If we consider now the plasma equilibrium evolu
tion, it can be controlled by means of preprogramming 
and feedback circuits. The voltages applied to these 
circuits and the feedback gains have to be optimized 
so as to ensure equilibrium and stability ; this is the 
problem of dynamic control of plasma equilibrium. 

In the case of static control the system descri
bing the equilibrium is a set of elliptic partial dif
ferential equations with appropriate boundary condi
tions and to solve the problem of control use will be 
made of the theory of optimal control of distributed 
parais.i'ter systems.' 

In t'ie case of dynamic control, the evolution of 
the circuit currents and of the plasma position can be 
represented by a system of ordinary differential equa
tions, in which a certain number of parameters arc 
given by the plasma dynamics, which is modeHzed by a 
system of parabolic partial differential equations. But 
the control is principally dependent on the set of the 
ordinary differential equations and to solve this pro
blem use is made of Pontryagin's principle on the op
timal control of differential equations?. 

These control techniques have been applied to 
TFR 600', where there is only a very thin liner and 
where the iron core makes the plasmi radial displace

ments very unstable. The results of these calculations 
have been used to optimize the system of preprogramming 
and feedback control that ensures equilibrium and sta
bility of the horizontal plasma motions. 

I. Static control of plasma equilibrium 

The problem of finding the currents in the exter
nal coils so as to obtain a given plasma has been 
tackled by different methods in 4,5,6. 7h«se methods 
are not self-consistent because the equilibrium equa
tions are not solved simultaneously inside and outside 
the pla' '.a, with a free plasma boundary. We present 
here a self-consistent approach to this problem. We are 
first going to solve the direct problem that is to say 
the problem of finding the free plasma boundary, the 
currents in the coils being given. 

1. The direct problem : 

In an axisymmetric configuration, the magnetic 
field can be expressed in terms of the flux function i|i 
by : 

i[ grad t|i V (1 ) 

Figure I 

Figure 1 represents the cross-section ft of the 
torus where the coils are represented by !3Cr the plasma 
by Sip, the iron by fy, the air by P.a, the limiter by L, 
the interface air-iron by f ai and the plasma boundary 
by Tp 

of 41 
From Maxwell equations can be derived the equation 
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3r vr 3r ~3z Sir 3i (2) 
where j is the longitudinal current density in the 
coils and in the plasma and is null elsewhere. The ma
gnetic permeability y is equal to Vt in the air and is 
a function of B 2 in the iron flj. In the plasma ftp, from 
the equilibrium equation grad p • j I I, can be derived 
the Crad-Shafranov relation : 
• / ,.v 9 D I 3f 2 

(3) 
where p is the plasma pressure and f the toroidal ma
gnetic field multiplied by r. 

The boundary conditions are : 

on (AB) V (BC) u (CO) : 

on OA 3jj> 
3r. 

(4) 

which means that ty is chosen to be null on the torus 
axis and vanishes quickly outside the iron (condition 
which is experimentally true). 

The interface conditions consist in the continuity 
of (|> and of its normal derivative 3',1 >'3n .> the inter
faces between ftp, ft» and flj. On the interface F a j 
between air and iron, we have : 

<8>. (5) 

The supplementary boundary condition that defines 
the plasma boundary as being the outermost magnetic 
surface inside the limiter L can be written : 

on ? : ii - sup. l(i (6) 
p L 

The variational formulation ' of th's probleo wi l l 
be very useful in the following. Let V be the space of 
the functions $ belonging to L 2(ft), whose f i r s t der i 
vatives belong also to L2(ft) and which vanish on 
(AB) U (BC) U (CO). Then, for any such ^unction $ , 
we can write : 

^ p r 8 " d * ' 8 * a d * d n " h j c * d n * ^ n \,<r»*>*da <7> 

where jp(r,ti>) is given by (3) and the boundary Tp of 
ftp by ( 6 ) . This problem is non linear because of the 
function y in the iron, of the non-linear dependence 
of jp with respect to ty and of the free boundary. A 
first attempt o' numerical solution of this problem in 
the presence of an iron core is presented in 6. We have 
used the variational formulation (7) to solve this di
rect problem by a finite element method with Newton 
Raphson iterations for the non-linearities '. 

'• Th« control problem : 

By means of the currents in the external coils one 
desires to control some characteristics of the plasma 
boundary : radial position, vertical elongation,fixed 
Shape. These problems will be formulated as optimal 
control problems '. 

a) Radial position control ! we want the plasma 
boundary to pass through two fixed points in the medium 
plane : an internal point I and an external on* E (see 
Fig. )). We consider then the functional 

J, - O(I) " ME)] 
to be minimized. 

b) Vertical elongation : in non circular configu
rations (such as JET for instance) one wishes to impose 

this vertical elongation, either by fixing three 
points I, E, H (see Fig. 1), or by imposing the con
tact with a horizontal limiter, at a distance h from 
the medium plane. In the first case, we will consider : 

Jj-Jl* Od)-*(H)3 •C*<E)-*,(H)3 
In the second one : 

3 
J j - J l + k | sup z(M)-h | 

M€T p 

c) Plasma shape : let I",j be the desired plasma 
boundary which is tangent to the limiter L. We then 
consider the functional : 

J„- } | supK.-*(M) | dT 
'd L 
All these problems can be solved by the minimiza

tion of the following functional : 

J - 1 / 2 U ! ft|rlI)-*(E)] * K 2 [l|i(E)-iKH)3 
• K, 0 ( 1 ) - 1|)(H)] -Mt, | supz(M)-h| 
• K» f | sup * - * ( M ) | 2 a r + p s z i {

2 } 
j r d i l 

(8) 

where Ki ; K j , K i , K», N can be taken equal to 0 or not 
according to the problem considered and where N | Ij 
is a regularizing term, which prevents the solution 
from being a bad one from an energetic point of view. 

Let us define now the control parameters of the 
problem. The total plasma current Ip and the satura
tion level of the iron are given. The sum of the 
Ampere-turns is then known. A certain number of coils 
(Co) may have their currents fixed. The control para
meters are the percentages a{ of the currents Ij in 
the other coils Ci with respect to the sum I t of these 
currents (It is known) : 

""SMS 
i e { 1, ... ,n } 

The control vector a of the problem is then the vector 
(ai• ... ,a n) where n is the number of coils, which 
intervene in the optimization. Let U ad be the set of 
admissible controls a ; U a (j is defined by the cons
traints imposed to o ; we have at least the constraint 
n 
Z Oj » I and we can also have certain positivity 
i»l 
constraints on the ai parameters. The optimal control 
problem can then be formulated in the following way : 

Find a € U»d such that : 
(P) { - -

J ( o , t ) - inf J(a,ifi) 
0 611,4 

where i|i i s the state function related to a by the 
system of state equations ( 7 ) , ( 3 ) , ( 6 ) with : 

°i *t 
j c . • —jr;—, Si being the cross-section area of coil C< 

* 
(ihe current densities are supposed homogeneous inside 
the coils). 

The optimality system can be derived from the ne
cessary conditions for the existence of a saddle-point 
for the following lagrangian, obtained by considering 
the state equations as constraints and by defining the 
adjoint state p at their Lagrange multipliers : 

&a,i | i ,p) -L— grad^.gradp 60 - L j c o p d fley-d 
~ l t l . Ï7 Jo P<1&- io j p ( r , * ) p d f t * J(a ,*) l"l Si Hg£ 'Hp r 
where J i s given by (8) . 

(9) 
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The necessarv conditions for ((a,ii>)p) to be a 
saddle-point of £ are : 

<f j . *) " C , v * € V (10) 

a G U,,, , ( J j , a' - a) > 0 . v a' e u , d (11) 

The first condition (10) will define p as being the 
solution of the following variational problem : 

* Kl [*(I)-»KE)J [«(I)-*(E)J+ Kj [||>(E)-|J.(H>] [*(E)-«(H)] 

+ fa[»U)-t(H)] [+<!)-«»)]+K, (sup z(M)-h) »<M°) - •«>> 
M e r p 

• K»Jr (sup Y-<KM))(*(M0)-o)(M)) d r - 0 
3n 

(12) 

where Mo i s the point where r„ touches the l imiter L 
and Mi the point where z reaches i t s maximum on I'D. 
Results of derivabil ity with respect to the free boun
dary '0 are used to obtain (12) and interpretation of 
(12)in terms of partial differential equ cions gover
ning the behaviour of p in SI are given in ' f o l l o 
wing ' . 

The second optimality condition (II) can then be 
written : 

S < a « - 0 i ) [ - ± j ^ p d a * N I t a i ] > 0 , (13) 

*<**=«*! " ; > e u a d 

If the only constraint on a is that ai+.-.+o,, « 1, 
then condition (13) becomes : 

- ^ J j ^ p d n + N l t a ! - - ~ | n p d n + N I t O i , (14) 
*ie{2,...,n} 

If moreover the constant N i s taken equal to 0, the 
optimility condition is : 

1 / S i l ^ p d n - ^ - îfj.pdfl , v i e { 2 n} (I 

The equations (7) , (12) , (13) represent the optimality 
system for the problem (P). Gradient and conjugate gra
dient methods have been used to solve this problem ' . 

l e t us notice that in the case of TFR, there are 
only two kinds of co i l s : inside and outside c o i l s . 
Therefore the only control parameter i s the rat io of 
outside Ampere-turns, and enables only to solve com
pletely the problem a) of the radial posit ion control. 
This means that Ji can be minimized down t o 0, whereas 
the other functionals have non-zero ninima. Figure 2 
shows an example of such an equilibrium configuration 
for two fixed points 1 and E. 

Let us mention that in this particular case, such 
an equilibrium can be obtained by a simple numerical 
feedback system ; 

5) 

(j> i<i) <i>. » < H > i (16) I f " ' . G I p < A " ' - A r e £)*C'Ip(A*-"- A , J " ) 
where j is the number of iterations of the algorithm, 
where A represents the coordinate of the middle of the 
segment which is the intersection between ftp and the 
axis Or, A r e f being the coordinate of the middle of the 
segment IE. Such a type of nethod, which derives from 
the use of experimental feedback system for the control 
of horizontal motions (see Part JI), has already been 
mentioned in * and is used in '' for the obtention of 
non symétrie E-equilibria. 

The algorithm presented in this section can be 

very useful to determine the equilibrium cuirents for 
Tokanaks with elongated cross-sections (such as JET) 
or with rather complicated plasma boundaries (such is 
Doublet configurations). 

- Figure 2' 
Equilibrium configuration in TFR for a 200 kA plasma 
current with flat current density and B'l ; 
*N - 0.08 V « S , Ii » -47.8 kA, I„ --I56.2 kA 

II. Dynamic control of plasma equilibrium 

The evolution of plasma equilibrium can be obtai
ned by solving a sequence of equilibria described by 
the elliptic partial differential equation of i|/ given 
in Part I.i ; this equation depends on the plasma 
pressure and toroidal field which are solutions of a 
system of parabolic diffusion equations, according to 
Crad-Hogan theory '2. But the control of t'.is complete 
system is rather complicated, whereas a simplified 
model made of ordinary differential equations governing 
the evolution of the circuit currents and of the plasma 
position is a very useful tool to solve these problems 
of dynamic control. 

I. The model : 
The problem of modelizarion of the flux map in a 

Tokamak with an iron core is made more difficult than 
in an air-transformer Tokamak by the presence of a 
noti-linearity due to the magnetic permeability y. A 
magnetostatic code 13 has been used to study the in
fluence on the magnetic fluxes of the radial plasma 
position,of the iron saturation level and of the plasma 
parameters 6 (poloidal beta) and lj (internal induc
ts .ce per unit length). As in TFR the plasma is almost 
circular (see Fig. 2), we have used the expression of 
the plasma current density given by Shafranov'» first 
order equilibrium theory '* ; in the case of non cir
cular plasmas, a fixed boundary equilibrium code can 
be used to determine this plasma current density for 
given parameters S and 1{. This study has enabled to 
draw a certain number of algebraic laws giving, with 
a pretty good approximation, the fluxes as algebraic 
functions of the currents and of the plasma pcsit ion. 
These laws are given in ". To summarize them, let us 
say that the flux in the iron core can be expressed as 
a simple function of a ponderate sum of the Ampere 
turns : 

f( J l e i - K I.) 
K » ko + ki A 

(17) 

Icj b e * n 8 t h e algebraic currents in the co i l s Ci, Ip 
the plasma current, A the displacement of the plasma 
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current channel Iron the .enter of the liner ; ko and 
ki are constants. Horeover the leakage fluxes in the 
air can be written as quasi-linear functions of the 
currents : 

*, " ibci<VÛ) lci * W û ) h < I 8 ) 

where the functions b c i and bp depend on the region 
where these leakage fluxes are considered (plasma 
region or region between the iron core and the coi l Cj). 
These functions have been numerically identified in ' ' . 

The equations of I c j and I„ can then be written 
in terns of these fluxes and we obtain the following 
system of ordinary non-linear differential equations : 
i 
à \ [ "<V4> l * R I - V (19) 

where I is the vector of the currents I cj and T„, V 
the vector of the voltages applied to these circuits 
and M($;|,A) a non-linear matrix of s^.f and mutual in
ductances. The equation of Ip, which belongs to the 
system (19), is an energy equation derived from the 
flux of the Poynting vector E l 1, where V p is the 
loop voltage at the plasma boundary. 

As we are in TFR 600 in the presence of a thin 
liner, the equation of the horizontal plasma displace
ment A is, according to Shafranov '6 ; 
2 T l drVA-A.)]. 

R, 
10 bj d 

bl' 
2 R, 

At' 
10 R [ l o* 

B e q(Ip.A.A)- Byd.A) (20) 

••A-0.5 ' ] • .B.U I 

[log J ( I ï)(A*0. 

b0(*,A) I 0 + b.«i,A) Ij + bp^.A) I 

where Ti is the time constant of the eddy currents in 
the liner, bj his minor radius, a and R the plasma 
minor and major radius, 1 0 and Ij respectively the 
currents in the outside and inside coils. The expres
sion of the mean field By in the plasma region due to 
the coils currencs and to the iron is a consequence of 
(18). 

The model constituted by the system (19) and the 
equation (20) requires the knowledge of the quantities 
V p (proportional to the electric field at the plasma 
boundary), 6 and lj. The model of plasma dynamics, that 
we have used is the Makokot code 1/ which integrates 
in particular the ID parabolic equations of the electro
nic and ionic densities and temperatures n e, ni, Te 
and Ti and the equation of the plasma current density 
jp. The coupling between the two systems is explained 
in I». 

Let us mention finally that a fundamental hypothe
sis in our model, in particular for the stability stu
dy, is that the plasma is i'way* tangent to the limiter. 
This means that, when the plasma center goes away from 
the centre of the liner, the limiter erodes the plasma 
whereas, when it comes back to the centre of the liner, 
the diffusion of jp at the plasma boundary is quicker 
than the plasma displacement and the plasma remains in 
contact with the limiter (this has been confirmed by 
simulations with the Nakokot code for the case of TFR). 
This hypothesis takes the place of the usual one, which 
considers the conservation of the toroidal magnetic 
flux, and can be written : 

a - a L - |A| i (21) 
where &i i s the limiter minor radius, the law for the 
plasma major radius remaining : 

(22) 

2. The preprogramming system i 

The method of preprogramming can be decomposed 

into three stages : optimization of th~ primary coils 
configuraticn, determination of the voltage applied to 
the preprogramming circuit and elaboration of • lear
ning method which improves the preprogrammed reference 
from discharge to discharge. In the three stages of 
this work, the aim is to create a magnetic field B v 

that is as close as possible to the equilibrium field 
B ea for a given plasma reference Aref which can be a 
time varying function. This can be formulated as an 
optimal control problem that is to say the minimization 
of the functional : 

J -J |B v(Aref)-B e < 1(A r ef)| dt (23) 
o 

The system of the state equations is the system (19), 
coupled with the Kakokot diffusion system. In the nu
merical treatment of this problem, the optimization 
will be made on the system (19) of the ordinary diffe
rential equations ; the evolution of the plasma pa
rameters V-, 6 and 1£ will then be calculated again 
with the optimal parameters obtained in the first opti
mization and the control problem wili be solved again 
with the new functions Vp(t) , 6(t), lift), and so on. 
The algorithm is thus aide of inner iterations solving 
the control problem (23) with the system of state 
equations (19), and of outer iterations that recalcula
te the plasma parameters by means of the Makokot code. 
Usually three outer iterations are enough to ensure 
convergence of the plasma parameters. Let us see in 
more detail the three stages of this preprogramming 
method : 

a) Optimization of tne primary coils configuration 

In TFR there are only two types of coils : inside 
and outside coils. If these coils are ii series, the 
control parameter is the ratio a of ovtside coils for 
instance ; the total primary Ampere-turns Ii will not 
be very much dependent on a ; therefore J can be con
sidered as a second order polynomial in a, which is 
optimized bv 

opt 

lzed by 

r<b-bY 
(24) 

dt 

Thrae outer iterations ?re t_nough to ensure a conver
gence towards a 0pt * 0.55, value which h,-s received 
experimental confirmation. If row the primary circuit 
is made of two circuits in parallel, each of them 
being made of inside and outside coils, then the cur
rent in each circuit will be very mu h dependent on 
the repartition of tl.e coils and an --, timal configura
tion can be obtained by solving the optimality condi
tions for the whole system (19), the control parameters 
being the number of coils of each type in each circuit. 

b) Preprogramming voltages : 

In the case of a primary configuration in series, 
the preprogramming circuit is made of npg inside coils 
and npR outside coils mounted in opposition, so as not 
to induce flux in the iron. In the case of a parallel 
primary configuration, the preprogramming voltage can 
be applied to one branch of the circuit. To minimize 
the energy used for preprogramming it is convenient to 
modify the functional J given in (23) by adding the 
cost of the control Vpg(t) : 

Jj - J + N "PR dt (25) 

Let us assume, for sake of simplicity, that t is 
a given function of t for a given discharge. As A can 
be replaced by A r ef(t), the system (19) becomes linear 
and its adjoint system can be written : 

i — * * 
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I 
{ 

p(T) • 0 

B ) B 
«J (26) 

where B i s the derivative vector of (By - B eq) with 
respect to I . Let V a j be the set of admissible con
t ro l s , defined for instance by |Vpgj < V o a x ; then the 
optiraality condition can be written : 

f <»PR + 2 S V PR> ( V ' " VPR> * °- V PR 6 V .0« ( W ) 

Vtf'6 V a d 

where PpR is the adjoint variable of the preprogram
ming equation of system (19) . When there i s no cons
traint , the optinal i ty condition becomes : 

"pR + 2 S V P R - ° ( 2 8 > 

The non-linearity due to $u in system (19) can be 
introduced in the outer i t era t ions , simultaneously with 
the iterations on the plasma parameters. 

c) I-arning method of preprogramming 

It i s clear that the imprecision» of the model 
make the preprogramming voltage VpA anu i t s related 
current Ipg nothing more than an approximation of the 
solution of the equilibrium problem. The aim of the 
learning method i s to take advantage of the measure
ment» cf the n^h discharge to optimize the preprogram
ming of the ( n * l ) t n discharge. The feedback system 
that we wil l study in the next paragraph plays >.- double 
part : f irs t to give the complement of the vert ical 
f ie ld required for equilibrium anù then to ensure sta
b i l i t y of the radial motion*. It i s convenient to 
transfer i t s f i r s t parr to the preprogramming c ircui t , 
so that the feedback power can be completely devoted to 
i t s f tabi l izat ion part. Therefore we build for the 
(n* 1)tti discharge a reference for the preprogramming 
current that uses the measurements of the feedback cur
rent If and of the plasma posit ion A in the n t n d i s 
charge. By simple l inearizat ion, we obtain the following 
«current law : •>„ ... 

. I w l L W , , ! » ) . *M ?A M f l r e f J . . ( n ) , 
lT* ml?K*lf * ( b - b . ) ( A , ) ( A ' ^ W (29) 

"o ~ i ' ' ref 
if the feedback i s made of the same number of inside 
and outside co i l s mounted in opposition, such as the 
preprograming c ircui t . Inen the voltage of the pre
programming c ircui t wi l l be in fact a feedback system 
around s reference for i t s current, which i s optimized 
from discharge to discharge, the in i t ia l i za t ion of this 
DC:hod being given by the solution of b ) . This method 
has enabled t o obtain on TFR 600 longer and longer 
discharges. 

3. Stabil i ty and feedback control : 

The problem of control of radial displacements 
requires now to consider equations(l9) and (20) PS 
stats equations for the complete system. The problem 
ran be formulated again as a control problt. but th* 
functional J of (25) has to be replaced by : 

J . £ T | A - A r e f | J d f N £ T V f ' d t (30) 

where Vf is the feedback voltage. This method has been 
used in • ' to calculate t i e optimal feedback voltage Vf 
and in 20 to calculate the optimal gains of the feed
back. 

In TFR 600 the feedback system 21,22 j s fed by a 

double thyristor chopper whose voltage is of the "all-
or-nothing"type and which l inearly controls the feed
back current If : 

G{ I p (A Aref> (31) 

This i s an a priori feedback lav and the s ingle control 
parjiiaeter i s the gain Cf. As i t has alrea-iy been men
tioned, there are only two types of co i l s in TFR ; 
therefore the feedback system and the preprogramming 
one have to be uncoupled ; let L be the uncoupling self 
which is introduced in the preprogramming system. By 
the techniques of optimal control, the couple <Cf,L) 
can be optimized by minimization of (30) as in?0. 

In fact • different approach has been used for 
TFR 600. The feedback and preprogramming systems have 
been completely uncoupled and the gain Cf has been cal 
culated by a s t a b i l i t y study. A complete study of the 
sta' - i ' i ty of the r*'.*; displacements in terms of the 
feedback gain and of i t s time constant i s given in 23 
using Routh cr i ter ion and assuming the conservation of 
the toroidal f lux. A similar methoa has been used in 
24 for the evaluation of the powers required to ensure 
s tab i l i ty in Torus II in which various hypothesis are 
considered for the dependence of a with respect to A. 
In our case the time constant of the choppers i s very 
small and we can assume that (31) i s true, without any 
important delay. 

The s t a b i l i t y study has been presented in " . We 
recal l i t s main features. The principal hypothesis are 
given in (21) and (22) , in the fact that the plasma i s 
tangent to the l imiter. The usual s t a b i l i t y cr i ter ion"' 

n < 3/2 can no longer be applied. By l inearization 
of equation (20) and assuming that the time constant 
Tj of the l iner is small compared to the plasma cur
rent r .se time, the s tabi l i ty criterion can be written: 

with 
"Bv -

"By « "Beq 

3A 

(?D 

n B . 
3Bea 
»A Bv »A " "eq „ e q 

The expression of the time constant of the plasma 
radial displacements i s also given in '". With the 
hypothesis (21) , the plasma minor radius a and the 
plasma parameters £ and 1{ are dependent on A. The 
dependences of 6 and l£ with respect to a are obtained 
by simulations with the Hakckot code and we obtain : 
?1; 36 
- ^ - 0.1 . S - - 0.01 (32) 

da 
dA Sgn(A), we notice that these quanti-As we have 

t i e s change their sign with A. 

Figure 3 gives the s t a b i l i t y diagram in function 
of the plasma posit ion A : the bad index nj„ (equal 
to 2) i s principally due to the contribution of the 
iron core. This diagram i s different from the one given 
in '8 because in'^ and in'°the interaction plasma-iron 
was dependent on 8 and l j and in fact this has to be 
corrected because th i s dependence i s very small ' . It 
i s clear that the plasma i s only stable for very nega
tive values of A. This fact was already mentioned in 
'6 wit* experimental confirmations on T3 and T5. This 
phenomenon can be linked with the fact that, in free 
boundary equilibrium codes, convergence i s ensured for 
plasmas that are displaced inwards, whereas divergence 
i s observed for outwards displaced plasmas ; th is fact 
has been noted in * and an explication has already been 
given in 25 • th is point i s analyzed in detail in 9. 

The *>*pre«sion of the gain Cf, r<";uired to ensure 
s t a b i l i t y , i s given in '8 in terms of A, ON, 6 and l j . 
With tlie correction made on the interaction plasma-core, 
the gain Gf i s represented on Fig. 4 in terms of A for 
non-saturated cases and a feedback system made of 23 
inside and outside co i l s mounted in opposition. The re
gion where Gf i s negative corresponds to the region 
where A i s stable without any feedback. 

Conclusion 

Optimal control techniques are very useful to 
solve the problems of equilibrium control in Tokamaks. 
They enable to determine, in s ta t ic configurations, the 



il 
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It currents in the coils that give to the plasma a pres
cribed position or shape. They are a useful tool to op
timize the preprograming and feedback systems that 
control the radial displacements <f the plasma. In 
frR 600, where this problem has be. n made difficult by 
the presence of a very thin liner d l = 100 ys) and the 
destabilizing effecf of the »ron core, control of the 
radial plasma displace.. its is now ensured during long 
discharges. This has been made possible by the intro
duction oi a learring method, which improved the pre
programming current fiom di.charge to discharge, by un
coupling completely preprogramming and feedback and by 
optimizing the gain of this feedback. 
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